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Some basic topics in the theory of concurrency are studied from the point of view 
of denotational semantics, and particularly the “domain theory in logical form” 
developed by the author. A domain of synchronization trees is defined by means of 
a recursive domain equation involving the Plotkin powerdomain. The logical coun- 
terpart of this domain is described, and shown to be related to it by Stone duality. 
The relationship of this domain logic to the standard Hennessy-Milner logic for 
transition systems is studied; the domain logic can be seen as a rational reconstruc- 
tion of Hennessy-Milner logic from the standpoint of a very general and systematic 
theory. Finally, a denotational semantics for SCCS based on the domain of syn- 
chronization trees is given, and proved fully abstract with respect to bisimulation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our aim in this paper is to treat some basic topics in the theory of 
concurrency from the point of view of denotational semantics and “domain 
logic” in the sense of (Abramsky 1987a, b, 1988a). This will serve as a 
major case study for the general theory developed in (Abramsky, 1987a). 
Our aim is not only to exemplify the general theory, but to appl’y it in 
order to shed some new light on concurrency. In particular, we shall study 
bisimulation (Park, 1981; Milner, 1983; Hennessy and Milner 1985). This 
notion has emerged as one of the more stable and mathematically natural 
concepts to have been formulated in the study of concurrency over the past 
decade. It is commonly accepted as the finest extensional or behavioural 
equivalence on processes one would want to impose. To date, bisimulation 
has been studied almost exclusively from the operational and logical points 
of view. Our aim is to show that this notion can be captured elegantly 
in the setting of domain theory, using Plotkin’s (1976) construction. 
Moreover, we shall make extensive use of the logical form of domain 
theory developed in (Abramsky 1987a, b, 1988a). Thus our motivation can 
be summarised as follows: 
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l To show that more can be done in the sphere of concurrency using 
domain-theoretic and denotational methods than seems to be commonly 
realised. 
l To analyse the apparently ad hoc and “application oriented” notions 
of bisimulation over labelled transition systems and Hennessy-Milner logic 
by means of the general, mathematically basic, and “reusable” notions of 
domain theory, specifically type constructions and the solution of recursive 
domain equations. 
l To form part of our general programme of connecting 
1. Domain theory and operational notions of observability 
2. Denotational semantics and program logics. 
This programme is made systematic by using the information conveyed in 
the syntactic description of domains by type expressions. It can be argued 
that a full domain-theoretic analysis of some computational situation is 
only obtained when we have written down an explicit type expression, 
rather than using some ad hoc construction of a cpo. At any rate, the 
benefits which flow from having such a description are very considerable. 
Using the ideas developed in (Abramsky, 1987a, b, 1988a), we can derive 
a propositional theory from the type expression, and use this to explore the 
“observational logic” of the computational situation. 
We now summarise the further contents of the paper. After reviewing 
some basic notions on transition systems, etc., we introduce a domain of 
synchronisation trees defined by means of a domain equation (recursive 
type expression). Then we present a domain logic for transition systems, 
which is derived from this domain equation in the sense of (Abramsky, 
1987a, b, 1988a). The main result of Section 4 is that the linitary part of 
this logic is the Stone dual of our domain of synchronisation trees. 
In Section 5, we present a number of applications of this logic. It is 
shown to be equivalent to Hennessy-Milner logic in the intinitary case, and 
hence to characterise bisimulation. In the f’initary case, it is more powerful 
than Hennessy-Milner logic, and we obtain a more satisfactory charac- 
terisation result for it; namely, it is shown to characterise the “linitary part” 
of bisimulation for all transition systems. 
We also develop an extension of Hennessy-Milner logic which is 
equivalent to finitary domain logic. Inlinitary domain logic is then used to 
axiomatize a suitable notion of “finitary transition system.” These systems 
are shown indeed to be linitary in a strong sense-their bisimulation pre- 
orders are algebraic. Finally, the domain of synchronisation trees (i.e., the 
spectral space of the logic) is shown to be finitary qua transition system, 
and moreover to be final in a suitable category of such systems. This yields 
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a syntax-free “universal semantics” for transition systems, which is fully 
abstract with respect to bisimulation. 
In Section 6, we give a conventional (syntax-directed) denotational 
semantics for the concurrent calculus SCCS (Milner, 1983), based on our 
domain of synchronisation trees. A full abstraction result is proved for this 
semantics; as a by-product, our domain is shown to be isomorphic to 
Hennessy’s (1981) term model. 
2. TRANSITION SYSTEMS AND RELATED NOTIONS 
We begin with the basic notion of a labelled transition system (with 
divergence), which abstracts from the operational semantics of many 
concurrent calculii. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A transition system is a structure 
(Proc, Act, -+, r ) 
where 
l Proc is a set of processes or agents. 
9 Act is a set of atomic actions or experiments. 
l -+ E Proc x Act x Proc (notation: p Y q), 
l r E Proc (notation: p r ). 
We write 
Pl El(PT). 
We read p Y q as “p has the capability to do a and become (i.e., change 
state to) 4”; p t as “p may diverge”; and p 1 as “p definitely converges”. We 
define 
sort(p) E (a E Act 1 3q, r .p ir, q 4 r} 
where p -+ q = 3a E Act .p 4 q, and 5 is the reflexive, transitive closure 
of +. 
We now define a number of finiteness conditions on transition systems: 
image-finiteness Vp~Proc,aEAct.{qIpYq)isfinite. 
sort-finiteness Vp E Proc .sort(p) is finite. 
finite-branching Vp~Proc.{q[p+q}isfinite. 
initials-finiteness VpEProc.{aEAct\3q.p 4 q} isfinite. 
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Each of these properties has a weak form, obtained by making it condi- 
tional on convergence. For example: 
weak image-finiteness VP E Proc, a E Act . p J- 3 {q 1 p 4 q} is finite. 
We now introduce a particularly useful source of examples for transition 
systems, the synchronization trees. Given a set Act of actions, ST,(Act), 
the synchronisation trees over Act are defined as the (proper) class of 
infinitary terms generated by the inductive definition 
(1) 
where [ +O] means optional inclusion of Q as a summand (i.e., there are 
really two clauses in this definition). We write 
sZ= C a,t,+Q. 
ic@ 
The subclass of terms formed using only finite sums is denoted 
ST,(Act). Given a synchronisation tree t formed according to (l), we 
stipulate 
l tt iff Q is included as a summand. 
l t -% ti for each summand a,t, (i E I). 
This defines a (large) transition system (ST,(Act), Act, +, 7 ); restric- 
tion to a subset of synchronisation trees yields a small transition system. In 
particular, by choosing a canonical system of representatives for ST,(Act) 
which is closed under subtrees we obtain a countable transition system of 
finite synchronisation trees, which by abuse of notation we refer to also as 
ST,( Act). 
We are now ready to introduce the main concept we will study. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (Park, 1981; Milner, 1980, 1981). A relation Rc 
Proc x Proc is a partial bisimulation if, for all p, q E Proc, 
pRq * ‘da E Act. 
. p Sp’+-3q’.q: q’&p’Rq’ 
. p 1 =s. q 1 & [q 1; q’ * 3p’ .p 5 p’ &p’Rq’l. 
We write 
P- cB q 3 3R. R is a partial bisimulation and pRq. 
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For an alternative description of SE, let Rel(Proc) be the set of all 
binary relations over Proc; this is a complete lattice under set inclusion. 
Now define 
F: Rel( Proc) -+ Rel( Proc) 
F(R)= {(p, q)(VaEAct. 
. p -f+p’+3q’.q 5 q’&p’Rq’ 
l PbqL~cq~q * 3p’ . p -s p’ & p’Rq’] }. 
Clearly, R is a partial bisimulation iff R G F(R), i.e., R is a pre-fixed point 
of F. Since F is monotone, by Tarski’s Theorem it has a maximal fixpoint, 
given by U {RIRGF(R)}, i.e., LB. Thus LB is itself a partial bisimula- 
tion, and evidently the largest one. Moreover, it is reflexive and transitive; 
the corresponding equivalence is denoted - B. 
We can also describe 5’ more explicitly, in terms of iterations of F. We 
define relations 5, (CUE Ord) (the class of ordinals), by the following 
ordinal recursion: 
l p SO q always (i.e. LO = Proc x Proc, the top element in the lattice 
Rel(Proc)). 
l P5+l 4 iff 
Vu E Act. 
l p %p’*3q’.q 5 q’&p’k,q’ 
l pl *qJ & [q 3 q’*3p’.p ~p’&p’&.q’]. 
(i.e., 5, I = J’t 9). 
l For limit i, pFi,q iff Vcc<A.pF.q (i.e., si= n,,, L,). 
This sequence of relations is decreasing, and bounded below by LB; i.e., 
for all CI 
L,z Lx+, z LB. 
For any (small) transition system the sequence is eventually stationary; for 
some I, for all c1> A, 5, = Lj,. The least ordinal 2 for which this holds is 
called the closure ordinal (Moschovakis, 1974); and we have 5 j. = LB. 
Note that each 5, is relexive and transitive. 
The relations LB and - B have been defined in the context of a given 
transition system. However, we frequently want to use them to compare 
processes from different transition systems. This is easily accomplished by 
forming the disjoint union of the two systems, and then using LB as 
defined above. In the sequel, we will do this without further comment. 
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We now introduce a program logic due to Hennessy and Milner (1985). 
The idea is to obtain a characterisation of 5’ in terms of a suitable notion 
of property of process; p s” q iff every property satisfied by p is satisfied 
by 4. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Given a set of actions Act, the language HMI,(Act ) 
(we henceforth elide the parameter Act) is defined by the following induc- 
tive clauses: 
a E Act, 4 E HMI, 
Cal 4, <a> 4 E HMIcc 
~(EHMI, (FEZ) 
A\icl#i, Vie,tii~HMIa 
In particular, we write 
t= /j #i, f= v 4,. 
is@ IE0 
We use the subscript co to indicate the presence of infinite conjunctions and 
disjunctions. We write HML, for the sublanguage obtained by restricting 
the formation rules to finite conjunctions and disjunctions. 
We now define a satisfaction relation k E Proc x HML, : 
Pt= (44-3q.Pf;q&ql=4 
PI= Cal~=Pl&CVq.p~q~q~~l. 
We write 
HW,JP)- (4eHM1.z:~ I= 4) 
plus obvious variations on this notation. 
We define two useful assignments of ordinals to formulas in HMI on ; the 
modal depth, 
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and the height, 
We define sort(d) to be the set of action symbols which occur in 4. 
Now given a set A tact and an ordinal 1, we define a sublanguage 
of HML, : 
HML’,A.“‘= {d E HML, : sort(4) c A & md(d) 6 a}. 
We are now ready to prove a generalised and strengthened version of the 
Modal Characterisation Theorem (Mimer 1981, 1985; Hennessy and 
Mimer, 1985). 
THEOREM 2.4. [Modal characterisation theorem]. Suppose that 
A E Act satisfies 
sort(p) u sort(q) z A # 121; 
then 
pLj, qo HML’,A%“‘(p) G HML’,A,‘.‘(q). 
As an immediate consequence we obtain 
ProoJ: The left-to-right implication is proved by induction on 1. The 
cases for A = 0, ,A a limit ordinal are trivial. For A= CI + 1, we argue by 
induction on ht(b). The cases for AiE, di, AIE,di are trivial. Suppose 
p k (a ) 4. Then for some p’, p 4 p’ and p’ + 4. Since p Ll. q, for some q’, 
q 5 q’ and p’&, q’. By the outer induction hypothesis, q’ /=& hence 
q + (a) 4, as required. The case for [a] 4 is similar. 
For the converse, we argue by induction on ,I. Suppose pz; q: we must 
find QI E HML~~i-‘(p)\HML~~“‘(q). 
Case 1. p 4 p’ and for all q’, q 4 q’ implies p’ g, q’ for some CI < 1. 
By induction hypothesis, for each such q’ there is ~,,EHML(,A.‘)(~‘)\ 
HMLz,“‘(q’). Now take 
Case 2. pJ and qt. Take d= [a] t, for any aEA. 
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Case 3. p 1, q 1, q 4 q’, and for all p’, p 4 p’ implies p’ $$, q’ for some 
c( < R. Defining 4pz analogously to Case 1, 
d= Cal v b$P -3 P’I. I 
The reader familiar with intinitary logic wiil recognise the strong similarity 
between this result and Karp’s theorem (Barwise, 1975). Similar remarks 
apply to “Master Formula Theorems” as in (Rounds, 1985), vis a vis the 
Scott Isomorphism Theorem (Barwise, 1975). 
Note that, if A is a finite set and I a finite ordinal, then (up to logical 
equivalence) HML m w.) is finite. It follows easily from this observation that 
each formula in HMI’,A%” is equivalent to one in HMLy*“. Hence as a 
corollary to the Characterisation Theorem we obtain 
THEOREM 2.5 (Abramsky, 1987~). If the transition system is sort-finite, 
then 
P 5, q * HMLAP) c HML(q). 
Moreover, we have the following result from (Hennessy and Milner, 
1985): 
THEOREM 2.6. If the transition system is image-finite, then 
6) Lw= LIB 
(ii) ~5, q - HML,,(p) E HML(q). 
Unfortunately, if unguarded recursion is allowed in any of the standard 
concurrent calculi (SCCS, CCS, CSP, etc.) they are neither image-finite 
nor sort-finite (though sort-finiteness may be regained, e.g., for CCS by 
imposing fairly mild restrictions on the relabelling operators). Thus the last 
two theorems cannot be applied. To see how weak linitary Hennessy- 
Milner logic is when the set of actions is infinite, consider the following 
EXAMPLE. 
p=dJ+Q 
where we assume b, # 6, for m # n. Now P 55 9, but we have 
PROPOSITION 2.7. HMLJp) c HML,(q). 
In order to prove this proposition we need a lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.8. Every formula in HML,(O) is satisfied bJ> cofinitely many 
of the b,O. 
Proof By induction on formulas in HMLJO). For conjunctions and 
disjunctions, the intersection and union of finitely many cofinite sets are 
cotinite. (It is the case for conjunction which necessitates the strength of 
statement of the lemma). The case for (6) 4 is vacuous. For [b] 4, 
cofinitely many (in fact, all but at most one) of the b,O do not have a 
b-action, hence satisfy [b] 4. 1 
The proposition can now be proved by induction on formulas in HML,. 
The only non-trivial case is (a) 4, which follows from the lemma. 
The deficiency of Hennessy-Milner logic illustrated by this example is 
disturbing, because processes generated by a finitary calculus (including p 
and q above) should be adequately modelled by a linitary semantics and 
logic. Thus suggests that Hennessy-Mimer logic is not quite right as it 
stands. 
3. A DOMAIN EQUATION FOR SYNCHRONISATION TREES 
In this section, we shall define a domain of synchronisation trees, and 
establish some of its basic properties. We shall assume some familiarity 
with domain theory; a suitable reference is (Plotkin, 1981). Since our 
definitions will use the Plotkin powerdomain (Plotkin, 1976), we need to 
work in a category which is closed under this construction. This means that 
we cannot use SDom, the category of Scott domains. Instead, we will use 
SFP (Plotkin, 1976). The only fact about SFP which we will need is that 
it is a category of algebraic domains closed under the following type 
constructions: 
Separated Sum 
Let A be a countable set, and {D, fat A an A-indexed family of domains. 
Then CuEA D, is formed by taking the disjoint union of the D, and 
adjoining a bottom element. We shall write elements of the disjoint union 
as (a, d) (a E A, dE D,). Note that the ordering is defined so that 
(a,d)c(a’,d’)oa=a’&dc,C,dd’. 
- For each a E A, the function 
Da+ c Du 
ClEA 
d- (a,d) 
is continuous. 
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. Separated sum is functorial; given a family 
the function 
is defined by 
(a, d) = (a,.fd>. 
The Plotkin Powerdomain 
We write P[D] for the Plotkin powerdomain over D. Although this con- 
struction is best characterised abstractly, as in (Hennessy and Plotkin, 
1979), for purposes of comparison with more concrete operational notions 
a good representation is invaluable. This is provided in (Plotkin, 1976, 
1981). 
DEFINITION 3.1. For an algebraic domain D the Lawson ropofogy on D 
is generated by the sub-basic sets 
fh D\tb 
for finite b E D, where Tb = (d E D : b E d } (so the Lawson topology refines 
the Scott topology). We will write the closure operator associated with the 
Lawson topology as Cl. (NB: in (Plotkin, 1976), the Lawson topology is 
called the Cantor topology.) 
DEFINITION 3.2. For XG D, 
(i) Con(X)~{d:3d,,d,~X.d,~d~d2} 
(ii) X* E Con 0 Cl(X). 
X is said to be 
l Lawson-closed if X = Cl X 
l Convex-closed if X= Con X 
l Closed if X=X*. 
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DEFINITION 3.3 The Egli-Milner order. For X, YcD: 
XCEM YEVXEX.3JJE Y.xc y&Vy’Y Y.hEX.X& y. 
The representation of the Plotkin powerdomain can now be defined as 
follows: 
P[D] =({XsD:X#@, x=x*>, GEM). 
There are also a number of (continuous) operations associated with the 
Plotkin powerdomain, which we shall describe in terms of our representa- 
tion of P[D]. 
l First, P is functorial: given f: D + E, 
is defined by 
l Single ton : 
is defined by 
l Union: 
is defined by 
l Big Union: 
is defined by 
Pf: P[D] --) P[E] 
Pf(X)- {f(x):xEX}*. 
{.I):D-P[D] 
fl d I} = {d}* = {d}. 
w: P[D]‘+ P[D] 
Xw Y= (Xw Y)* = Con(Xu Y). 
u : P[P[D]] --+ P[D] 
W(@)=(u@)*=Con(uO). 
l Tensor Product (Hennessy and Plotkin, 1979). We will only need the 
following: given 
f: D” -+ D, 
the multilinear extension 
f +: P[D]” + P[D] 
643.,9&T3 
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is defined by 
j-+(x,, . ..) Jr,)= {f(x,, . ..) x,):xjEXj}*. 
(Note that for n = 1, ft = P’) This extension has the property 
f+(x,, . ..) x,wx;, . ..) X,) =f+(x,, . . . . xi, . ..) X,)wlf’(X,, . . . . xi, . ..) X,) 
for (1 < i<n). 
Adjoining the Empty Set 
To the best of my knowledge, the only significant precursor of the work 
in this paper is (Milne and Milner, 1979). The main reason that something 
like our present programme could not have been carried through in their 
framework is that, because of a technical problem, they used the Smyth 
rather than the Plotkin powerdomain. This rules out any home of gaining 
a correspondence with bisimulation. The technical problem is that of 
adjoining the empty set to the powerdomain to model the convergent 
process with no actions (NIL in CCS (Milner, 1980), CD in SCCS (Milner, 
1983) STOP in CSP [Hoare, 1985), 6 in ACP (Bergstra and Klop, 1984), 
etc.). If we add the empty set to our representation of P[D], it is not 
related to anything except itself under &EM; in category-theoretic terms, 
the problem is the non-existence of a certain free construction (Plotkin, 
1981). Fortunately, we do not need these non-existent solutions. We shall 
adjoin the empty set to the Plotkin powerdomain in a way which has two 
advantages: 
1. There is no theoretical overhead, since it is definable as a derived 
operation from standard type constructions. 
2. It works, i.e., is exactly suited to our semantic purposes, as the 
results to follow will show. 
For motivation, consider a transition system (Proc, Act, -+, r) and 
processes, p, Y E Proc such that 
(i) pt,rl 
(ii) p+,rf+. 
Then it is easy to see that, for all q E Proc, 
(i) rkBqorwBq 
(ii) qkBroq ft 
oq-Bporq-Br. 
This suggests the following 
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DEFINITION 3.4. P’[D], the Plotkin powerdomain with empty set. 
Representation of P’[D]: 
Elements {x~D:x=x*)=P[D]u{12/}. 
Ordering XEY-X= {I} orXc,, Y. 
Observation 3.5. PO[D] 2 (l)L 0 P[D]. 
(Here 1 is the one-point domain, ( .)I is lifting, and 0 coalesced sum; 
cf. (Plotkin, 1981; Abramsky, 1988a). 
In principle, we could work throughout with 3.5 as the definition of 
P’[D]; in practice, it is much more convenient to work with the represen- 
tation given by 3.4. This requires that we extend our definitions of the 
powerdomain operations to work on P’[D]. In fact, all of the definitions 
following 3.3 still make sense for PO[D]. It is easily checked that w, u, and 
0 . I} are continuous on P’[D]. For P”f and ft a technical point arises, 
which is not specific to 3.4, but stems from the use of coalesced sum in 3.5. 
As is well known, coalesced sum is functorial only on the category of strict 
functions. Hence we can only use P’fiffis strict, andft iffis strict in each 
argument separately. With these provisos, the extended operations are 
continuous. 
Notation. We use 0 to denote the empty set in P’[D]; if Z is a finite 
index set, we write 
u + x, 
icl 
meaning the iterated use of w  (which is associative, commutative, and 
idempotent on P’[D], just as it is on P[D]) if Z#@, and 0 otherwise. 
Also, we write 
where de D and A is some sentence, meaning {Id I> if A is true, and 0 
otherwise. 
We are now ready for the main definition of the section. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let Act be a countable set of actions. Then G.@(Act), 
the domain of synchronisation trees over Act (we henceforth omit the 
parameter Act), is defined to be the initial solution of the domain equation 
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Here the sum CaE ACt 9 is the “copower” of Act copies of 9. The equation 
is essentially that of (Milne and Milner, 1979), minus the value passing and 
with a different powerdomain. 
How can we relate this domain equation to the formalism of (Abramsky, 
1988a)? We can write 
9=rect.(l).@P [ 1 1 t , acAct 
using (3.5) to eliminate PO. This is not yet a valid type expression because 
of the sum 
c t. (3) 
uEAct 
Let us take the main case of interest, where Act is countably infinite, say 
Act = bdnar Then we can replace (3) by the recursive expression 
ret ~.(t)~ 024, 
yielding the overall expression 
(4) 
~=rect.(l),@P[recu.(t),@u], (5) 
the intention being that the ith summand as we unfold (4) corresponds to 
ai E Act. 
The reader will by now probably appreciate our efforts to streamline the 
presentation. Nevertheless, we regard the “closed form” expression (5) as 
fundamental, and the logic we shall introduce in the next section could be 
derived mechanically from it in the manner detailed in (Abramsky, 1987b). 
In the remainder of this section, we shall apply some standard domain- 
theoretic methods to elucidate the structure of 9. 
Notation. We write I for the bottom element of CaE AC. 3; 0 II} is 
then the bottom element of PO [CaeACt 91. 
How can we unpack the structure of 9 from the domain equation (2)? 
This is best done in two parts: 
1. A specified isomorphism pair 
In fact, we shall elide y and 0, and treat (2) as an identity; this is only a 
notational convenience, and the reader can put q and 0 back without 
encountering any difficulties. 
2. Znitiality. The categorical framework is clumsy to work with for 
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our purposes. Instead, we will use an “intrinsic” (or in the terminology of 
(Smyth and Plotkin, 1982) a “local” or “O-notion”) formulation. 
DEFINITION 3.7. We define a sequence of functions 
7-L/,:9+9 
as follows: 
7c0dxEsL~I~} 
7Q+,=PO 1 7zk. 
aEAt. 
Note that CUE Act always produces a strict function, so this is well-defined. 
Now the following proposition is standard (Plotkin, 1981, Chap. 5, 
Theorem 3 ): 
PROPOSITION 3.8. 9 is the “internal colimit” of the ILL: 
(i) Each nk is continuous and 7tk E TC/, + , 
(ii) jJk z/, = id, 
(iii) 7Cko7L~=Ttk 
(iv) Vd,, dZE9.ddl Ed2-Vk.xCkdl Cxkd2. 
In particular, we will use part (iv) of this proposition as the cutting edge 
of initiality. 
Next, it will be useful to have an explicit description of the finite 
elements of 9, which, as already noted, is in SFP, and hence algebraic. 
DEFINITION 3.9. X(g) c $B is defined inductively as follows: 
l OEX(c3) 
l @I> E%(g) 
l aEAct, dEX(9)={I(a,d)J}EX(9) 
l d,, d,EY(9)=-d,wd2EX(9). 
The following is again standard: 
PROPOSITION 3.10. ,X(9) is exactly the set of finite elements of 9. 
Finally, we consider $9 as a transition system (9, Act, +, r) defined by 
l dSd’-(a,d’)Ed 
. df =IEd. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. 9 is “internally fully abstract,” i.e., 
Vd,, d2E9.d,sBd2-dl Ed,. 
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Proof: We shall prove 
Clearly (1) implies &,, c c by (3.8)(iv), and since sB& LU, we obtain 
LB = c, as required. 
(1) By induction on k. The basis is trivial. For the inductive step, 
assume dLk + I e. Now d=0 and dzk+, e implies e = 0, while d= 4 I I> 
implies d E e, so we may assume d # 0 # e, and it suffkes to prove d ~~~ e. 
From the definitions we have rck + I d = X*, where 
X={(a,~kd’):(a,d’)~d}u{I:I~d}, 
and similarly rck + , e = Y*. Now 
. (a, n,d’) E X 
a d%dd’ 
* 3el.e % e’&d’ske’ 
=a 3e’.(a,e’)Ee&~n,dc71,e’ by the induction hypothesis 
=- 3(a,~,e’)EY.(a,n,d’)~(a,71,e’). 
Again, 
. 1$X 
=a I$d 
a I$e& [e 4 e’*3d’.dY d’&d’ske’] 
= I $ Y& V(a, n,e’> E Y.3(a, rckd’) E X.x,d’ cn,e’ 
by the induction hypothesis again, and we have shown Xc,, Y, which 
implies X* c,, Y*, as required. 
(2) It suffices to show that c is a partial bisimulation. This is a 
simple calculation: 
. dce 
=a V(a, d’) Ed.l(a, et> Ee.d’ c e’ 
&I#d+I#e&[V(a,e’)~e.3(a,d’)~d.d’ce’] 
+ VaEAct.d-f; d’*Zle’.e 5 e’&d’ce’ 
&dJ =eJ &[e~e’*3d’.df+d’&d’~e’]. 1 
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We finish with some examples to illustrate the richness of .?3 as a 
transition system. 
EXAMPLES. (1) 53 is not sort-finite: 
4=(1(% O~IIN 
4= WO? Wl? uwIlN 
sort 
(2) C3 is not weakly image-finite: 
u ck = C akO + aw. 
k E co 
4. A DOMAIN LOGIC FOR TRANSITION SYSTEMS 
We now introduce our domain logic in the sense of (Abramsky, 1988a) 
in an infinitary version &, with a finitary subset 6p,. We show how Yz 
can be interpreted in any transition system, present a proof system, and 
establish its soundness. We then turn to YU, and prove the main result of 
the section: Pm is the Stone dual of ~3. That is, ~3 is isomorphic to the spec- 
tral space of YU, while YU is isomorphic to the lattice of compact-open 
subsets of 9. This duality will be crucial to our work in the next section. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The language ~3’~ has two sorts: n (process) and K 
(capability). We write L?‘,, (Ym,) for the class of formulae of sort rr (K), 
which are defined inductively as follows: 
Notation. We write t = ,/jtGec q5j, f E Vlso 4,. 
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The sublanguage of TE, obtained by the restriction to finite conjunctions 
and disjunctions is denoted Fw. Height, modal depth, and sort are defined 
for dp in entirely analogous fashion to MHL. For example: 
l md (Abj)=md (~(i)~sup{md(m,):ierj 
l md(44)) -mW) 
l md(W) =md(O$) =md(4)+ 1. 
For each A G Act and ordinal 2: 
balk (qk L.Tm :sort(d) G A & md(4) <A}. 
It should be clear how the form of our language is derived from the type 
expression 
ret t.P” i 1 2ct’
The two-sorted structure of 9 corresponds to the type constructions P’(n) 
and Coenct (K). The recursion in the type expression is mirrored by the 
mutual recursion between the two sorts. Note that the Plotkin power- 
domain is built from the combination of the must modality 0 of the Smyth 
powerdomain and the may modality 0 of the Hoare powerdomain (cf. 
(Abramsky, 1983a; Winskel, 1983). 
Interpretation of 2 in Transition Systems 
Given a transition system (Proc, Act, -+, T), we define 
Cap = { I } u (Act x Proc) 
C: Proc + kg(Cap) 
C(p)=(I:pT)u{(a,q):p~q). 
C(p) is the set of capabilities of p. We can now define satisfaction relations 
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l 
P I=:, q d=pl &V’cEC(P).C t=Kd 
P l=n 04=3cEc(P).c I==,0 
c~~a(~)rc=(a,q)&q~=,~. 
The assertions over 2’ have the form 
#G,IcI? d=,$ (ae (7-k K}, 4, $ E Ym). 
The satisfaction relation between transition systems F and assertions is 
defined by 
r ~(/3==,$=VwES,.w t=ofjOw +,II/ 
(CT E (71, K}, S, = Proc, S, = Cap). 
This is extended to a class of transition systems C by 
C k Azb’cT~C.9 j= A. 
If C is the class of all transition systems, we simply write + A. 
A Proof System For .Yx 
We now present a proof system for assertions over 2,. 
are omitted. 
Logical Axioms. 
( * -dist) /j V di,;= V /j di./^ci) 
iel jsJ, /tn<,rJ, itI 
( v -dist) V /j di.j= A V di..f(i). 
iel jtJ, .fErI,E/J, iel 
Sort subscripts 
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Modal Axioms. 
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. 
(a- A l(i) a / j  4i = / j  a(h) 
( > 
(I# 0) 
it/ iEl 
(a- A Ni)44) A b($)=f (a#b) 
(O- A ) 0 /jdj=A q di(r#121) 
iEI itl 
(O- “lo Vdi=V Odi 
ief icl 
(0 - ” ) q (4 ” $)G 04 ” O$ 
The form of our axiomatisation follows the same pattern as that of 
(Abramsky, 1988a), of which it is of course a special case. The first group 
of axioms and rules give the logical structure of entailment, conjunction 
and disjunction. They give (the Lindenbaum algebra of) Yb, the structure 
of a (large) completely distributive lattice (Johnstone, 1982). We then 
articulate the modal structure by showing how the constructors interact 
with the logical structure. The axioms for the a( .) constructor correspond 
to those for coalesced sum given in (Abramsky, 1987b); the fact that 
separated sum is intended here is reflected by the side-condition on 
(a - I). The axioms for 0 and 0 individually correspond to those 
presented for the upper and lower powerdomains in (Abramsky, 1987b). 
However, these two modalities interact in the Plotkin powerdomain, 
resulting in its greater complexity; these interactions are expressed in logical 
terms by (0 - v) and (0 - A). Our surgery on the ordering to keep a 
least element while adding the empty set is reflected by the side condition 
on (0 - A). 
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We write 9 t A or just t-A if an assertion A is derivable from the 
above rules and axioms. It will be convenient to have equational versions 
of (0 - v) and (0 - A), which can be obtained as theorems of 9’: 
(Dl) I- q (d v 9)= 04 v (DC4 v $1 A O$) 
(D2) kEl$r, O$=Odr, O(~A$). 
We now turn to the question of soundness for our system. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Soundness of 9). t A = k A. 
Proof By a routine induction over proofs. For illustration, we consider 
(0 - A). Assume pk=, 04 A O$. Then p k, O$, and so there must be 
c E C(p) such that c k, $. But then p l=, q ld implies that c k=, 4, and so 
p k s 0 (4 A II/) as required. 1 
We now turn to the finitary logic Pm. Henceforth we assume that Act 
is countable. It is then clear that 9: can be made into a countable set by 
a suitable choice of canonical representatives of logical equivalence classes. 
Recall that Spec .L& is the set of prime filters over L&, i.e., subsets 
x E g4,, satisfying 
l ~EX&~(tl~*~ljEx 
.  t  E x 
l 4, J,bEX*(b A $E.Y 
. 
f$X 
9 ff5 v *Ex*~Exor$Ex. 
Spec Yw is topologised by taking as basic opens 
U,-{xESpecdP,:q5Ex} (4 E %A 
or, equivalently in our context, by taking the Scott topology over the 
specialisation order on Spec ZU, which is simply set inclusion. 
Our aim is to prove the following fundamental result, which ahows that 
the logic ZU does indeed correspond exactly to the domain 9: 
THEOREM 4.3 (Stone duality). 9 and L$, are Stone duals, i.e. 
(i) 9 E Spec .L& 
(ii) KQ(9) r (&J=,, <,/=,). 
Here KsZ(D) is the lattice of compact-open subsets of 9, while 
(xml=m 6J=,) 
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is the Lindebaum algebra of 2,. Since 9 is coherent, (i) and (ii) are indeed 
equivalent (Johnstone, 1982). 
The Stone Duality Theorem is a special case of (Abramsky, 1988a, 
Theorem 4.2.4); however, we shall give the proof here, in order to make the 
paper more self-contained. 
We begin by defining a normal form for 6p,. 
DEFINITION 4.4. (i) I$ is in strong disjunctive normal form (SDNF) if it 
has the form Vit , di, where each 4, is in coprime normal form (CNF). 
(ii) d is in CNF it it has one of the forms 
l AirI Oa,(qS;), where each ii is in CNF. 
l q Vi,Iaj(4j) A AJEJ Ob,~($j), where 
1. Each 4; and $, is in CNF. 
2. ViEZ.3jE.I. kbj($i)6ai(di). 
3. VjeEJ.JiEZ. t-bj(tij)<ai(di). 
We call (2) and (3) the convexity conditions (note the resemblance to the 
Egli-Milner ordering). 
The combinatorics are concentrated in the following 
THEOREM 4.5 (SDNF). For every I$ E S$,,, there is (effectively) a $ in 
SDNF such that 
Proof: By induction on md(q5). The idea is to form a sequence of 
“transformations” 
such that 
(1) tdi=di+, (Odi<n) 
(2) md(h+ J G md(di) (O<i<n) 
(3) 4, is in SDNF. 
(Condition (2) is needed to keep the induction going.) To keep the 
notation bearable, we shall omit indices in conjunctions and disjunctions, 
writing, e.g., V {d}. 
First, using the distributive lattice laws, we can transform &, into 
v {A (0 A {v bw~}} AA { 0 A {v Wl}]]. (6) 
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Using ( 0 - A) in the outwards direction for each non-empty Cl-conjunct 
in (6), and the distributive law and then (0 - v), followed by the 
distributive law again, in each O-conjunct, we obtain 
Now for each non-empty conjunction 
in (7), we can use (0 - A), the distributive law, and (a - r\)(i) or (ii) to 
get 
Similarly, inside each 0 A{ b($)} we can use (b- I) or (ii) (with 
further applications of (0 - v) and the distributive laws as in the previous 
step if (b- I) is applicable), to obtain 
v v% 
where each 0 is in one of the forms 
or 
A iOH+)) (9) 
0 v {dd)> A /j fo&b)). (10) 
Since we have not increased modal depth in obtaining (X), we can apply 
the inductive hypothesis to each 4 and fi to obtain V {$‘}, V ($‘} with 
each 4’ and I+V in CNF. Using (a - v), (0 - v), and the distributive laws, 
we can thus obtain a formula of the same form as (8), in which each d and 
$ in (9) and (10) is in CNF. 
At this point, our formula (8) can only fail to be in SDNF because of 
disjuncts (10) which do not satisfy the convexity conditions 
l For each a(4), for some b(4): kb($),<a(#). 
l For each 6(11/), for some a(4): t-b($) d a(d). 
Our strategy is to remove any failures of these two conditions, using our 
derived equations (Dl) and (D2), respectively. We begin with the first 
643/92/2-4 
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condition. We argue by induction on (m, n) in the lexicographic ordering 
on o x o, where 
l m is the maximum number of a(#) occurring in one of the disjuncts 
(10) of our formula (8) such that there is no b($) with kb($) <a(#). 
l n is the number of disjuncts attaining this maximum. 
If m = 0, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, choose such an a(q5) in one 
of the maximal disjuncts. We can apply (Dl) to 
to obtain 
cl v bw’)> ” 44) 
( > 
0 v ww ” [ 0 (v {aw ” 44) * 00(44] (11) 
We can then use the distributive law to obtain a new formula of the form 
(8) to which the inner induction hypothesis can be applied, since the first 
disjunct in (11) has jettisoned u(4), while the second disjunct evidently 
contains a O&1//) such that kb($)<u(q5), namely u(d) itself. 
The final stage is to remove failures of the second condition. We argue 
by induction in the same way as for the previous stage. Suppose we are 
given a b($) in (10) with no u(d) such that k b($) d u(b). We can use (D2) 
to obtain 
0 v {44,> * 0 [w * v {UWi] * A vwfw. (12) 
Now we can use the distributive law inside the second main conjunct in 
( 12), followed by (a - A), ( 0 - v ), and the distributive law again. In this 
way, the disjunct (12) of our main formula is replaced by the disjunction 
of all those formulae 
0 v {dd)I * OH4 * $1 * A w’wH (13) 
for a’(&) E (u(4)) with a’ = 6. For each such 4’ A $, we can apply the 
outer induction hypothesis to obtain V (e’} with each 0’ in CNF. Applying 
(b - v), (0 - v), and the distributive laws as before, we obtain disjuncts 
of the form 
0 v {u(4)} * Ob(@) * /‘/ {Ob’($‘)). (14) 
Since 
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we can apply the inner induction hypothesis to (14). This completes the 
process of transforming 4 into SDNF. 1 
We shall now prove that formulae in CNF denote coprimes in KQ(9)). 
PROPOSITION 4.6. For all 4 in CNF there exists k(b) E X(9) such that 
Vde.9.d + d-k(d) cd. 
Proof We define k(4) (which must clearly be unique) by induction 
on 4: 
. k(A Oaj(~j))-i~,~(ai,kOi))I}~n~I} 
iCI 
l k 0 V ai A /j ObjClc/,) 
( iEI jEJ > 
=$J, O(aj~k(4i))l~~j~J {l(b,,Wll/j)>l). 
We shall prove the proposition by induction on 4. Note that in the state- 
ment of the proposition, we are viewing 9 as a transition system, according 
to 3.11. With our convention of eliding the isomorphisms between 9 and 
p°CC,&t 91, we have: d= C(d), (dE 9). 
Case 1. d-AIE, Oa,(di). 
. d I= /j OaAdJ 
iEl 
o ViEZ.3(a,,di)Ed.di k #i 
o ViEZ.3(a,,d,)Ed.k(q5i)rdi by the induction hypothesis 
* k(d)cd. 
Case 2 
jE J}. 
. 
0 
c)E 0 VIE,ai(qSi) A Obj(~j). Let @= {ai(#i):iEZ} U (b,j($,): 
dl=# 
V(a,d’)Ed.3iEZ.a=ai&d’ k 4; 
& I $d& Vjc J.3(bj, d,) Ed.d, +$j 
V(a,d’)Ed.lia(B)E@.d’ FQ 
&I$d&Va(B)~@.3(a,d’)~d.d~ 0, 
by the convexity conditions and the Soundness Theorem, 
44) E 4 by the induction hypothesis. 1 
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THEOREM 4.7 (Coprime completeness). For all 4, qY in CNF, 
9 l=~<<‘=g] k9<#. 
Proof By 4.6, 
9 I= d Q 4’ ok(d’) c k(4). 
Suppose then that k(q5’) E k(d). We argue by induction on 4. There are a 
number of cases, according to the forms of 4 and 4’. We consider the case 
4= 0 V ai A A Obi(lc/j), 
rfsr IEJ 
Q’E 0 V ais(dis) A A Obj’($j’). 
(61 j’c J’ 
. k(6) E 44) 
o Vj’EJ’.3jeJ.bj=bj,&k($,,)~k(ll/,) 
&ViEZ.3i’EZ’.a,=ai,&k(~j,) ck(qSi), 
by the convexity conditions, soundness, and 4.6, 
=z- Vj’eJ’.3jeJ. ~bj($j)dbj,(ll/jc) 
& V’ieZ.Zli’EZ’. ~ai(q5i)dai,(q3jc), 
by the induction hypothesis, 
==- k4Gd’. I 
THEOREM 4.8 (Completeness). For all 4, $ E 9w, 
9 k 4<**5pw td<$. 
Proof Suppose 9 +q5 < tj. By the SDNF Theorem, Zm k 4 = ViEI 4i, 
LZ~ k rl/ = VjE J +j, where $i, $, are in CNF. By the Soundness Theorem 
and Proposition 4.6, 
lldl = [V 8i] = u thdi), 
and similarly [$] = u fk($j). NOW 
EdI E [$I * u tk(di) G u tk(+j) 
aV'i.3j.k($j)~k(q5i) 
=aVi.3j.9m Fc$~<$, by Theorem 4.7 
*ZotV4i~V*j 
*% t4<$. I 
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We now establish a converse to 4.6. 
THEOREM 4.9 (Definability). For all de X, for some qS in CNF, 
k(4) = d. 
Proqf We define 4(d) by induction on the construction of d according 
to 3.9: 
+j :lQwC+4lLJ)=r\ 044(4)) 
iEI is?/ 
4 (u U (ai, d,)lj) G 0 V a,($(dO) * A Oai(4(di)). 
iSI rsl itl 
Note in particular that 4(O) = Of: It is easily verified that d(d) is in CNF 
and that k(d(d)) = d. 1 
The Duality Theorem is an immediate consequence of soundness, 
completeness and definability, just as in (Abramsky, 1988a, T8). 
Combining soundness and completeness we obtain 
THEOREM 4.10 (Completeness for ZW). Let C be any class of transition 
systems containing 9. Then for q4, $ E YW, 
5. APPLICATIONS OF THE DOMAIN LOGIC 
We shall now use domain logic to study bisimulation. Our results in this 
section can be grouped under four main headings: 
1. Comparisons with Hennessy-Milner logic 
2. Characterisation theorems 
3. Finitary transition systems 
4. Universal semantics. 
Of these, (1) and (2) will confirm the appropriateness of our definitions, 
while (3) and (4) will represent a distinctive payoff for our approach. 
Comparison with Hennessy-Milner Logic 
We begin with some technicalities on normal forms. 
DEFINITION 5.1. We define a class of normal forms NY% E Tmn induc- 
tively as follows: 
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. (4i~N~m}ie,~ {arEACt)iel {iZj=>aifaj}i,jc, 
0 VlEI aA4i) E NZc 
LEMMA 5.2 (Normal forms). For all C$ E 6p,,, for some I) E NY=, 
zc l-4=$. 
Proof. By induction on md(d). We consider the two non-trivial cases, 
04: In this case, using the distributive lattice laws there is 4 of the 
form 
v A a,i(ti,i) 
iel jcJ, 
such that k q4 = &, and md(qY) < md(q5). By the induction hypothesis, for 
each dii there is C&E NYa such that k dii= 4;. Using (a- d ) and 
(0 - <), we have 
t 04= 0 v /j 4j(hJ. (15) 
rel jeJ, 
Now for each i E Z, there are three cases: 
1. Ji=O.Inthiscase, kOd=Ot,andwecanuse(O-t)toobtain 
a normal form. 
2. 3j,, j2EJj, uj, #ai,. In this case, we can use (a- I) to deiete 
the ith disjunct in the RHS of 15. 
3. {f+jEJi} = {a}, f or some UE Act. In this case, we can use 
(a - A)(i). 
In this way, we obtain either 
l-O4=t, 
if case (1) is ever applicable, or 
k O4 = O V u;f($i’) 
i’E I’ 
In the latter case, we can apply (0 - v) to get a normal form. 
04: Similarly to the previous case, we have 
I- w= 0 /j v %y(hj) (#,i~ N6p,). 
iel jeJ, 
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We can then use (0 - A) to get 
t q #= A 0 v %j(4J. 
icr jtJ, 
Now if we partition each Ji by -i, with 
we have 
J ‘-ik-a,-=aik (.A k E Jjh 
t- W=A 0 V 
icl Cil~Jcl-I 
( V a,O.,) 
kcCi1 
using the lattice laws; we can then apply (a - v) to get a normal form. [ 
DEFINITION 5.3. We define translation functions 
(.)*: HML, --, NP’,, (.)+: N2’= * HML, : 
( 1 $,di *=A (dr)* rer 
( > yi * = v (di)* iel 
((a> d)* = 044*1 
(Cal d)*= W(4)*) v V {Ht):bEAct\{a))) 
(049))+ = (a>(&)+ 
‘=A [a,](#i)+ A /j {[b]f:bEACt\(a;: FEZ}}. 
is I 
The following is easily verified. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. For all 4 E HML,, II/ E Nd%j, : 
0) md(d) = mW*) 
(ii) md($) = md(lC/+) 
(iii) P k 4 -P I= 4* 
(iv) P I= $ 0 P I= $+. 
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As an immediate consequence of this proposition together with 5.2, we 
have 
THEOREM 5.5 (Comparison theorem (infinitary case)). For p, q E Proc 
in any transition system, A c Act, and 1 E Ord, 
92.“‘(p) E L?‘,“,“(q) o HML’,A%“(p) E HML’,As”(q). 
Thus in the inlinitary case, pub, determines the same preorder on pro- 
cesses as HML,. However, when Act is infinite this does not cut down to 
a corresponding result for the finitary case, since our translation functions 
introduce infinite disjunctions in translating [a], and infinite conjunctions 
in translating 0, even for finite formulas. General considerations on obser- 
vability (Abramsky, 1988a) suggest that the introduction of infinite con- 
junctions is more serious, and indicates a weakness of expressive power in 
HML, as an “observational logic.” This is in keeping with our remarks 
at the end of Section 2. In fact, our translation functions suggest an 
appropriate way of extending HML, to render it equivalent to ZU. This 
will be the content of a second Comparison Theorem which we will prove 
later in this section, when we have some additional machinery at our 
disposal. 
Characterisation Theorems 
Combining the Comparison Theorem with the Modal Characterisation 
Theorem, 2.4., we have 
THEOREM 5.6 (Characterisation theorem for .&). With notation as in 
the previous theorem, 
and therefore 
We now turn to the question of finding a characterisation theorem for 
dz:. Intuitively, Y,, represents finitely observable properties of processes, 
hence should correspond to the “finitely observable part” of bisimulation. 
If we accept the finite synchronisation trees ST, as a suitable notion of 
finite process, we can use them to determine the algebraic part of the 
bisimulation preorder, in the sense, e.g., of (Guessarian, 1981). 
DEFINITION 5.7. The finitary preorder FF is defined on any transition 
system by 
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Our aim is to prove 
THEOREM 5.8 (Characterisation theorem for Sp,). With notation as in 
the previous theorem, 
We will need a few auxiliary results which also have some independent 
interest. 
DEFINITION 5.9. The height of a synchronisation tree is defined by 
=sup{ht(t,):iEZ}+ 1. 
iEl 
LEMMA 5.10. For any synchronisation tree TE ST,, ht( T) < I implies 
TFBp-= T5.p. 
Proof: The left-to-right implication is immediate; the converse is an 
easy induction on ht( T). 1 
In particular, we see that for a finite synchronisation tree t E ST,, 
tsBpot5, p. Thus we have the inclusions 
sBc S<“C LF. 
In general, these inclusions are strict. 
EXAMPLES. (1) LB# G‘,. 
p=a”+Q, q- C akO+12 
kew 
ThenpL,q, butp%,+1q. 
(2) 5, # SF. 
p=a 1 b,CD+Q +Q 
( “EC0 > 
q- 1 a c b,O+f2 +a. 
” E 02 rnE”J\{?r) > 
Then p &” 4, but P 5Ez q. 
These examples gain in significance because all the processes involved 
can be defined in finitary calculi, in particular SCCS, as we shall see in the 
next section. 
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LEMMA 5.11 (Sort lemma). In any transition system, let p, q E Proc, 
sort(p) G A G Act, 1 E Ord. Then 
pgj. q * Y’,“,“‘(p) p Yz,2’(q). 
ProoJ: By induction on A. We assume p%). q, and must construct 
4 E dp ‘,“,“I( p)\2 ‘,“,“‘( q). The are three cases. 
(1) p 4 p’ and for all q’, q -% q’ implies p’ z, q’ for some IX< A. By 
the induction hypothesis, for each such q there is #4. E U(,“,“‘(p’)\ 
9 ‘,“*“‘( q’). Now define 
q5E Oa A {$b,,:q G q’} . 
( > 
(2) pJ and 41. Let 4~ q V {a(t):Ip’.p 3~‘). 
(3) p 1, q 1 4 q’, and for all p’, p 4 p’ implies p’ 5$, q’ for some 
a < A. Define #p, similarly to case (1). Then define 
c/5= 0 v {a(fjJ:p Spp’] v v {b(t):b#a&+.p 3 r} 
( > 
. i 
Note that this result is stronger than the Modal Characterisation 
Theorem 2.4 for Hennessy-Milner logic, since we require only sort(p) c A. 
This is significant in the light of the example at the end of Section 2. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. For aZ1 t E ST,, 
tCB N P~=%(t)~=z(P). 
Proof Combining 5.10 and 5.11, we see that 
where A = sort(t) and k = ht(t). Since A and k are both finite, 2z,k’ is 
finite up to logical equivalence (i.e., the Lindenbaum algebra is finite). Thus 
each formula in Yzx”’ is equivalent to one in Yw, and the proposition is 
proved. 1 
We need one more auxiliary result, which will in fact be a consequence 
of our work on SCCS in the next section. First, we define a map from 
coprime normal forms to finite synchronisation trees, 
st: CNF + ST,, 
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as follows: 
St(b oui(~i))~~~‘ist(mi,+n 
St q V Ui(4i) A A Obj($i) 
i 
- 1 aist(4i)+ 1 bjst($j). 
iel jt.I 1 iel jcJ 
Now analogously to 4.6 we have 
PROPOSITION 5.13. For all 4 in CNF, and p E Proc in any transition 
system, 
P I= 4~w)c_EP. 
The proof is entirely analogous to 4.6. 
Proof of 5.8. First, Yw(p)~Zw(q) implies pzFq, by 5.12. For the 
converse, assume p - rF q and p k 4 (4 E -I;p,). By the SDNF Theorem 4.5, 
Finitary Transition Systems 
We now embark on our next topic. The various finiteness conditions on 
transition systems defined in Section 2 reflect attempts to capture features 
of tinitary processes. However, none of these conditions seems to capture 
exactly the right class of systems unless we make some unwelcome assump- 
tions such as that the set of actions is finite. We shall adopt what seems to 
be a novel approach, using our program logic to axiomatise a class of 
systems which we propose as the finitary ones. Our axiomatisation consists 
of two schemes over Y’,. 
Notation. Fin(Z) is the set of finite subsets of I. 
l The axiom scheme of bounded non-determinacy: 
WI q v 4iG v 0 v 4, (4iE=%). 
iEI JE Fin(I) jeJ 
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9 The axiom scheme of finite approximability: 
(FA) A O//\jGO/\di (4; E =%I. 
JE Fin(I) jeJ icl 
Note that these axioms are duals. Since the opposite entailments are 
theorems of Zm, we shall in fact use (BN) and (FA) to denote the corre- 
sponding equations. The axioms could equivalently be formulated as: 0 
preserves directed joins, 0 preserves filtered meets. 
What are the intuitions behind these axioms? (BN) is (thinking of each 
process as the set of its capabilities and each di as an open set) exactly a 
statement of compactness; the link between compactness and the computa- 
tional notion of bounded non-determinacy is well-known from the 
literature on powerdomains (Plotkin, 1981; Smyth, 1983). 
The axiom of finite approximability is less familiar from either the 
topological or the computer science literature. It is best understood as a 
logical (or local) expression of the idea that only closed sets are taken as 
elements of a tinitary powerdomain construction (or, better put, that from 
the point of view of finite observability we cannot distinguish between a set 
and its closure). The best way to get a more precise understanding is 
probably to read the proof of the next theorem. 
The duality between the two axioms is reminiscent of the discussion of 
finite breadth (BN) and finite lenght (FA) limitations of testing in 
(Abramsky, 1983b). 
DEFINITION 5.14. A transition system is finitary if it satisfies (all instan- 
ces of) (BN) and (FA). The class of finitary transition systems is denoted 
FTS. 
As a first step, we shall give a substantive example of a finitary transition 
system. As we will see, it is actually the best possible example. 
THEOREM 5.15. 9 is a finitary transition system. 
Proof: By the Duality Theorem 4.3, we have a map 
[ .] : z,, + m-2(9) 
[qQ = (d4:d k 4). 
Now for de 9. 
icr JE Fin(I) jsJ 
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is just the statement 
dc u O,=~-~JE Fin(Z).d& u O,, 
rsl /EJ 
where O;= I[diJ, i.e., that d is compact as a subset of CaEAct 9,. Since 
dE9 E P”[Casnct $31, and elements of the Plotkin powerdomain are 
Scott-compact subsets of the base domain (Plotkin, 1981), this proves that 
23 satisfies (BN). 
Next we show that 9 satisfies (FA). Since there are only countably many 
logically inequivalent formulae in TU, it suffices to prove the following: 
l Given a sequence {U,) of compact-open subsets of 9, with 
U”2 UntI (n E w), and an element de 23 such that dn U,, # @ (n E o), 
then dnn,,,, U,#0. 
Since each U, is compact-open, it has the form TE,, where B, is a finite 
subset of X(23). Also, B,, I=, B,, 1, where 
Now define 
C,= {bEB,,:3xEd.bg.x) (n E 0). 
Since dn U, # 0, C,, # Iz/ for all n. Also, C, c, C,, + I. Thus by Konig’s 
Lemma in the form given, e.g., in (Nivat, 1981), there is a sequence {c,> 
with c,, E c,, + , and c, E C,. Now define 
Clearly e, r e, + I and e, cd for all n, whence u e, L d. But u c, E u e, 
(using the description of least upper bounds of chains in the Plotkin 
powerdomain given in (Plotkin, 1976, Theorem g)), and so for some x E d, 
l-l c, c X. Since U c, E U, for all n, dn n,,, U,, # 0, and the proof is 
complete. 1 
We now draw some striking consequences from the finitary axioms. 
DEFINITION 5.16. A formula q5 E LfK, is in finitary normal form if it has 
the form 
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LEMMA 5.17. For each 4 E Ye, for some finitary normal form ~9, 
W)+(FA) Ed=+. 
Proof: An easy induction on ht(qi). 1 
PROPOSITION 5.18. In any finite transition system 5, for all p, q E Proc: 
=%0(P) E C(q) - %(P) G =%(q). 
Proof. The left to right implication is immediate. For the converse, 
suppose -E(P) E X,(q), and P I= 4, (4 E 6p,). BY 5.17, 
THEOREM 5.19 (Finitary characterisation theorem). With notation as in 
the previous proposition, 
Proof: Combine Theorems 5.6, 5.8, and 5.18. 1 
In order to continue our study of linitary transition systems, we need to 
introduce some notions from our final topic of this section. 
Universal Semantics 
Given any transition system and p E Proc, it is easy to see that 
040,(p) EL& satisfies the axioms of a prime filter; hence we have a map 
Yw( .): Proc + Spec L$. 
If we compose this with the isomorphism Spec di”, E 9 from the Duality 
Theorem 4.3, we get a map 
1.1: Proc-+B 
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which takes each process to an element of our domain. This map can be 
regarded as a syntax-free denotational semantics; it is universal since it is 
defined on every transition system. 
THEOREM 5.20 (Universal semantics). For any transition system T with 
p, q f Proc; 
0) iEF4- CA c M 
6) P wF lIpI. 
If Y isfinitary, then 
(iii) PC%-= lb4 c lb31 
(iv) p-B [IpI. 
Proof: Clearly (i) follows from (ii), and (iii) from (iv). Now Y&J) = 
Yu( [PI); and so (ii) follows from 5.8, while (iv) follows from 5.19. 1 
We can think of 5.20 as a furl abstraction theorem (Milner, 1975; Plotkin, 
1977; Milner, 1977) for our semantics; it says that every transition system 
(linitary transition system) can be embedded in 9 with as much identifica- 
tion as possible modulo the finitary equivalence (bisimulation). 
Since 9 can itself be viewed as a transition system, we can tie things 
up even more neatly. Let TS be the category with objects the transition 
systems, and morphisms Yi -+ rz maps 
f: Proc, -+ Procz 
for which 
Z,(P) = %kf(P)) (p E Proc,). 
It is clear that for such f 
and ~7 and Fz are tinitary, 
Now we have 
THEOREM 5.21 (Final algebra theorem). 9 is finaZ in TS, and also in the 
subcategory FTS of finitary transition systems. 
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Proof: All we need to show is that the semantic map a.1 is the unique 
morphism from a transition system to $3. But for d,, d, E $9, 
~~(d,)c~~(d,)oV’UEKSZ(~).d,E U=z=-d,E U by (4.3) 
*d, Ed, since G3 is coherent, 
which gives uniqueness. [ 
Finitary Transition Systems Resumed 
First some conditions equivalent to fmitariness. 
PROPOSITION 5.22. For any transition system f-, the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) Y isfinitary 
(ii) Vp;oProc.p-E [p] 
(iii) SE = EF in the combined system Y + 9 (disjoint union). 
Proof: (i) * (ii) is 5.2O(iv). 
(ii) =z- (iii) since $3 is tinitary. 
(ii)*(i). Suppose that Y is not tinitary, in particular that (BN) 
fails; i.e., that for some p E Proc, 
and VJE Fin(Z).p k VjGJdj. Since &(p)= L&([p]), and each 
VjGJdje gW, [p] k VjEJdj for all JE Fin(Z); hence since [Tp] ~9 and ~3 
is finitary, [p] j# 0 Vicldi. Thus 9m([p]) # Ym(p), and so by 5.6 
p +B [p]. The case when (FA) fails is similar. 
(iii) * (ii). Suppose for some p, p +B [p]. Then since pwF [p] by 
5.2O(ii), LE# k”. 1 
Note that in part (iii) of this proposition we have “added in” Q3 to the 
given transition system Y. This is to overcome the problem that there may 
not be enough processes in Y alone to cause L’= LF to fail. 
Now we relate some of the tinitariness conditions of Section 2 to our 
axioms. 
PROPOSITION 5.23. (i) Weakly finite branching is equivalent to weakly 
image finite. 
(ii) Weakly finite branching implies (BN). 
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(iii) (BN) implies weakly initials finite. 
(iv) (BN) + (FA) do not imply weakly image finite. 
Proof: (i). Easy. 
(ii). Suppose p k Cl Vi., di. Th is implies, p 1, and so C(p) is finite, 
say 
C(p)= {(a,~zh), . . . . (anrPn)3. 
Then for each k with 1 <k < n, (a,, pk) b 4i, E Z, and so p k q V,,, dj, 
where J= {iI, . . . . i,}. 
(iii). Assume (BN) and pJ. Then p k q lVu.Act a(t), and so by 
VW 
PI= v q V 4th 
JE Fin(Act) aeJ 
which says exactly that p has a finite set of initial actions. 
(iv). L, an + aw is in 63. i 
All the usual tinitary calculi are weakly finite branching, and so satisfy 
(BN). However, in general these calculi do not satisfy (FA) (analogously to 
the fact that generating trees over domains do not yield closed sets, 
although they always yield compact ones; cf. (Plotkin, 1981). As a standard 
counterexample, define 
p- C a”O+Q 
/,f;Eu 
9 kfl =404k). 
Then for all JE Fin(w), p k 0 AjeJ #j, but p k OAieo di. 
Thus if p can be defined in our calculus, it does not satisfy (FA). Since 
p can be defined in CCS, SCCS (see next section), etc., these calculi are not 
tinitary transition systems according to Definition 5.14. However, we can 
take the view that if we only take account of observable information via the 
semantics 1.1, we have collapsed the given system into a finitary one which 
will actually, by Theorems 5.20 and 5.21, be isomorphic to a subsystem (or, 
topologically, a subspace) of ~3. 
Comparison Theorems Resumed 
We now return to the question of finding a suitable correspondence 
between the finitary parts of HML and 2. As confirmation of our claim 
that HML, is unsatisfactory, we have 
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Observation. HML, does not characterise kF. 
In fact, 2.7 provides a counter-example since, with the notation used 
there, p gF q while HML,(p) G HML,(q). 
We can get an idea of how to extend HML, by inspection of the trans- 
lation functions 5.3. Although (.)+ introduces inlinitary conjunctions, these 
are of a special kind, for which a tinitary counterpart can be found. 
DEFINITION 5.24. HML+ is the extension of HML, with additional 
atomic formulae of the form 
init (A E Fin(Act)). 
The definition of the satisfaction relation is extended by 
p+ init(d)=pl &(a~Act:3q.p~q}cA. 
We can now modify the translation function (.)+ as follows: 
(~~~i(#i)~~~[ajl(9i)‘hinit((oi:ieZi). 
Proposition 5.4 clearly still holds with this modification, and ( .)+ now cuts 
down to a function 
There is still a mismatch in the other direction, since (.)* introduces 
infinite disjunctions. To overcome this, we have to make the assumption 
that the transition system satisfies (BNka mild one, as 5.23 and the 
ensuing discussion show. 
Let ZV,, be the sublanguage of Ym obtained by the restriction to finite 
conjunctions (but with infinite disjunctions still allowed). 
PROPOSITION 5.25. In any transition system satisfying (BN), for all 
p, q E Proc; 
dt;,(P) E ~“A4) * %AP) s =%0(q). 
Proof. Just as for 5.18. 1 
Clearly, f. )*, extended by the clause 
(init(A E 0 V {a(t):a~A}, 
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cuts down to a function 
HML+ + NA&. 
We thus arrive at our 
THEOREM 5.26 (Comparison theorem (Finitary case)). With notation as 
in the previous Proposition, 
6. FULL ABSTRACTION FOR SCCS 
So far, we have worked with abstract transition systems, in a syntax-free 
fashion. This degree of abstraction carries a price; we lose compositionality. 
Indeed, we need syntax to define compositionality. Accordingly, in this 
section we turn to a particular transition system specified by an algebraic 
syntax, namely Mimer’s SCCS (1983). We equip our domain 9 with a 
continuous algebraic structure corresponding to the signature of SCCS. 
Our main result is that the resulting denotational semantics for SCCS is 
fully abstract (Milner, 1975; Plotkin, 1977) with respect to bisimulation for 
finite terms, and with respect to the tinitary preorder for recursive terms As 
a by-product we will show that 9 is isomorphic to Hennessy’s (1981) term 
model, and hence obtain a complete axiomatisation of its equational theory 
as an immediate consequence of Hennessy’s results. 
Our choice of SCCS is for illustrative purposes, because it is simple and 
yet expressive. Similar accounts could be given for CCS (Milner, 1980), 
MEIJE (Austry and Boudol, 1984), ACP (Bergstra and Klop, 1984), etc. 
Note, however, that our semantics is fully abstract with respect to the 
strong congruence in Milner’s terminology (1983), where all actions 
are observable. A corresponding treatment of observation equivalence 
(Hennessy and Milner, 1985), where unobservable actions are factored 
out, has been obtained very recently by the author, and will be described 
elsewhere. 
We begin by recalling some basic definitions on SCCS from (Milner, 
1983; Hennessy, 1981). We assume familiarity with basic notions of univer- 
sal algebra; see, e.g., (Goguen et al., 1978; Ehrig and Mahr, 1985). 
We fix a set of actions Act, which we assume comes equipped with an 
abelian monoid structure comprising 
l an associative, commutative binary operation which we denote by 
juxtaposition, e.g., ab; 
. a unit 1. 
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The (one-sorted) signature C of SCCS is then defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 6.1. C= {Zn},,,, where L’, is the set of operation symbols 
of arity n in C: 
Co= {0,!2} 
C,~{a-:aEAct}u(-rA:AEAct} 
U { _ [S] : S is a monoid endomorphism on Act } 
Z,=(+, x} 
C”-a n > 2. 
Thus our version of SCCS only has finite sums (in contrast with (Milner, 
1983)), and has a constant for the undefined process as in (Hennessy, 
1981). 
We define the subsignature L” E Z to be obtained by omitting the restric- 
tion operators - PA, the relabelling operators -[S], and the synchronous 
product operator x , leaving only the nullary sum 0, the binary sum +, 
prefixing a-, and the undefined process 52. 
We take the finite processes of SCCS to be the terms over the signature 
Z, i.e., the elements of the term algebra Tz. Evidently, we can take the 
elements of T,. as notations for the finite synchronisation trees ST,. 
DEFINITION 6.2 (Operational semantics). We make TX into a transition 
system by defining the transition relation and divergence predicate in a 
syntax-directed way, as the least relations satisfying the following axioms 
and rules: 
(DQ) Qt 
t,t 
(D + L, (t1+ t2)f 
t2t 
(D + R) (t1+ t*)f 
tt 
(Dr+t PA)f (DS) L t Cut 
(Ta) at 3 t 
(T+L) t1y fl 
I, + t2 4 t; 
(T+R) t2 3 t; 
t,+t2% t; 
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U r) 
t 4 t’, a E A 
U’S) 
t 4 t’ 
trA%t’rA t[S] -3 t’[S] 
II 
(TX) 
t, 4 t; t2 + t; 
tl x t, -a t; x t; 
For an illuminating discussion of the conceptual basis for these and related 
axioms, see (Milner, 1986). 
We now have a transition system (T,, Act, -+, 7) implicitly defined by 
6.2. The following proposition gives a more explicit description of this 
system. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. For all t, t L, t 2 E T,, 
(i)(a) 01 (b) 0 & 
(ii)(a) Qt (b) Q ;; 
(iii)(a) at 1 
(b) at, 5 tz ob=a&t,=t? 
(iv)(a) (tl + h)t * tl t or tz t 
(b) (t,+tJ% tot, 4 tort,: t 
(v)(a) (t r 4f * tt 
(b) t, rAf+tt, 03t.t,~t&tt,=trA&aeA 
(vi)(a) tCW * tt 
(b) t,[S] 3 t, -3b,t.t, 5 t&t,=t[S]&a=Sb 
(vii)(a) (t, x fdf *tJ or bt 
(b) t, x t, 3 t o3t;, t;, bl, b2.tj 2 t;(i= 1, 2) 
&t=t;xt;&a=b,b,. 
ProoJ By induction on the length of proofs of tt and t, 4 tz. 1 
Now given any Z-algebra XZ’, by initiality of Tz there is a unique 
C-homomorphism 
which is just another notation for a compositional denotational semantics 
as in (Milne and Strachey, 1976; Stoy, 1977; Gordon, 1979). Thus to form 
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a denotational semantics [.I]” based on our domain $3, it suffkes to define 
each operation in Z as a function of the appropriate arity over 9. We shall 
in fact define the operations so that they are continuous over 9. 
DEFINITION 6.4. We specify a C-structure on 9 
(i) CDS=0 
(ii) a”= {II} 
(iii) a”=~d~9.~(a,d)~} 
(iv) +“rw 
Restriction: 
(v) (- rA)~~~~E[~~~].(f)op”(gA~), 
where 
is defined by 
gA@ (a,d)= 
fl(u,@d)l) if UEA 
0 otherwise 
(i.e. 
g,@= LI rld~~.~(a,@d)~)LI LI ldcg.0, 
CIEA a E Act\A 
where LI is “source tupling” (Wagner et al., 1985)). 
Relabelling: 
(vi) (-[s])“~~~~[~~~].pO(g~~), 
where 
is defined by 
g,@l= I 
g,Q, (a, d) = <Sa, @d) 
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Product: 
where 
(vii) X~E@E [g2 -tg].((f@)+, 
is defined by 
f@(x, I)=f@(l,x)=l. 
f@((a, d), (6 e>)= Cab, @(d, e)>. 
The only point which needs to be checked to ensure that this definition 
yields well-defined continuous functions is that g,@, g,@, andf@ are (bi) 
strict and continuous, which is immediate from the definitions. Note that 
restriction, relabelling, and product are defined recursively, while sum and 
prefixing are interpreted by the basic operations derived from the domain 
equation for LB. This corresponds to the fact that restriction, relabelling, 
and product can be eliminated (for finite terms) in the equational theory of 
SCCS module bisimulation. 
The continuous C-algebra defined by 6.4 is denoted 9=. The following is 
an easy consequence of 6.4 and 3.10. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. The semantic function 
[[.I”: T,+L& 
cuts down to surjections 
Tz -x(g), TX, +X(9). 
Thus the finite synchronisation trees provide a notation for the finite 
elements of 9. 
We now relate our definitions of the SCCS operations on 9 to the 
transition system view of 9. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. For all d, d,, d2 E X(9): 
(i)(a) O”J (b)QDI” ; . 
(ii)(a) Qg f (b)@ ;: 
(iii)(a) agdl 
(b) agdl -$ d2 -b=a&d,=d, 
(iv)(a) (d, +9 d,)t -d, 7 or d2? 
(b) d,fgdd,Gddod, Sdord,sd. 
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Restriction: 
(b) d, r” A 1: dz-3e,, e2.d, 3 ei, (i= 1,2) 
&e, 1” A c d2 c e2 1” A 
&aEA. 
Relabeiling: 
(vi)(a) (dCSl?t 0 dt 
(b) d,[S19 5 d2+3e,, e,, b,, b,.d, 3 ei, (i= 1,2) 
& e,[S]* c d2 r= e2[S19 
&Sb,=a=Sb,. 
Product: 
(vii)(a) (d, x9 d,)f o d, t or d2 t 
(b) d, x3 d, f: d-h,, II,, bi, ci (i= 1, 2). 
d, “I ui & d2 2 ui (i= 1,2) 
& (ul x9 ul) c d c (u2 x3 u2) 
&b,c,=a (i= 1,2). 
Proof: We give two cases for illustration. 
(v). We define 
Q={{(a,d’r’“A)}:(a,d’)Ed,aEA) 
u{fa:d=P)or3(a,d’)~d.a$A) 
u {(L):hd). 
Now 
=Con((u @)*) by (Plotkin, 1976, p. 477) 
since d E X(9) 
=Con({(a,d’ r9A):(a,d’)Ed&aEA} 
u (LlEd)), 
and (v) is readily derived from this description. 
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(vii). Similarly to (v), 
d,x”d2=Con(((b,b,,e,x~eez):(b,,e,)~di,i=1,2} 
u{I:I~d~orl~d~}). 1 
PROPOSITION 6.7. For all t E T,, t wB [tj y. 
Proof: Firstly, we define a height function on Tz in the obvious way: 
ht(a(t,, . . . . tJ=sup{ht(tJ:l<ifn}+l. 
As an easy consequence of 6.3, we have 
t 3 t’=> ht(t’) < ht(t). 
The proposition is proved by induction on ht(t), and cases on the con- 
struction of t. The cases arising from operations in Z’ are immediate in the 
light of the parallelism between 6.3 and 6.6. We give one of the remaining 
cases for illustration: t = t, r” A. First, 
Next, 
tt -t1t by 6.3(v) 
- ut,ll”“t by induction hypothesis 
-(plp r54)t by 6.6(v) 
4ut, r4n7. 
. t 5 t’ 
==- t,kt;&t’=t; rA&aEA by 6.3(v) 
=e- 3d’.[t,j9 s d’&t;~‘d’ ind. hyp. on t, 
- t; r~-B[t; r,4p ind. hyp. on t; r A 
= p;p r” A 
zBd’ I9 A by3.11 
(since 1” is monotone) 
+ k[rtn” u + U&t’~BU by 6.6(v). 
Similarly, we can show that 
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Again, 
. [[tj” -% d 
* 3d,, d,. [t,]” 5 di, i= 1, 2 
& d, r” A c d E dz r” A 
&aeA by 6.6(v) 
3 3t;, t; t, 5 t:, i= 1, 2 
& t;L”d,, d,LB t; by induction hypothesis 
s- t%tt:rA,i=1,2 
8Lt; rA”B[t; PADS by induction hypothesis 
= [t;na r” ALB d, rg ALE d, 
and similarly dLB t; r A. Altogether, we have t-B ft]%. 1 
As an immediate consequence of this Proposition and 3.11 we have 
THEOREM 6.8 (Full abstraction for finite terms). For all t,, t, E T,, 
t, LB t, - [tJB E [t*J9. 
As further consequences of 6.8 we have 
l [ .I9 agrees with the syntax-free map 1.4 defined in Section 5. 
Indeed, t -B [tn” implies &,( [tn9) = L&(t) = &( [t]), which implies 
ftp = [tn. 
l T, is a finitary transition system, by 5.22. 
Moreover, we can derive two further characterisations of 9. 
THEOREM 6.9. (i) .X(g) 2 (Tzs/wB, SE/-“), and therefore 
(ii) D s Id( Tzf/ wB, zB/ -“). 
Proof: Immediate from 6.5 and 6.8. 1 
We recall the notion of continuous C-algebra (Goguen et al., 1978; 
Guessarian, 1981). This is just a C-algebra whose carrier is a cpo, and 
whose operations are continuous. A homomorphism of such algebras 
which is continuous on the carriers is a continuous L-homomorphism. The 
category of these algebras and homomorphisms is denoted CAlg(L’). 
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DEFINITION 6.10. SCCS-AIg is the full subcategory of CAlg(L’) of those 
algebras d satisfying 
THEOREM 6.11. gz is initial in SCCS-Alg. 
Proof We begin by recalling a useful fact about continuous algebras 
(Guessarian, 1981, Proposition 3.12). Suppose d is continuous algebra 
whose carrier A is an algebraic domain, such that the finite elements X(A) 
form a Z-subalgebra. Then, given any monotonic Z-homomorphism 
to a continuous C-algebra g’, there is a unique extension 
jLd48 
to a continuous C-homomorphism on d. 
By 6.5, X(g) is closed under the C-operations. Hence it suffices to 
construct a unique monotone C-homomorphism 
to any & in SCCS-Alg. Given de X(g), by 6.5 there is t E Tz with 
[t] g = d, and the only possible definition for f giving a C-homomorphism 
is 
This establishes uniqueness. For existence, 
since LX! is in SCCS-Alg, and so f is well-defined. Similarly, 
and so f is monotone. 1 
The purely algebraic part of SCCS which we have developed so far 
allows only the description of finite processes. We now extend the calculus 
with recursion. 
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DEFINITION 6.12. We fix a set of variables Var, ranged over by x, y, z. 
The syntax of recursive terms REC, is then defined by 
t  : :=  o ( t , ,  .  . . )  t , )  (cIEC,) 1 x 1 recx.t. 
In an obvious way, we can take T, as a subset of REC,. Note that ret x. t 
is a variable-binding construct. The set of closed recursive terms is denoted 
CREC,. 
We now extend the definition of the operational semantics to CREC,: 
(D ret) tCQlx1 t (T ret) 
t[rec x. t/x] 4 t’ 
ret x. tt recx.t 4 t’ ’ 
We thus obtain a transition system (CREC,, Act, +, t). It is not too 
hard to see that this system is weakly finite-branching, and therefore by 
5.23 satisfies (BN). However, most of the other finiteness conditions on 
transition systems fail, as the following examples show. 
EXAMPLES. (1) Failure of sort-finiteness. Assume Act is infinite, in 
particular that {a,} is a sequence of distinct actions, and that S is a 
relabelling such that 
San=an+l (nEfz0). 
Then 
ret x.a,O + x[S] 
has the behaviour described by the synchronisation tree 
1 a,O+Q. 
nto 
(2) Failure of (FA), and &, # 5’. By the example following 5.23, it 
suffices to show that the synchronisation tree 
p- C a”C!J+Q 
?rEW 
can be defined in SCCS to disprove (FA); while the same example shows 
that 5,~ LB, since 
P-W p+a”, p7LocIp+aw, 
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and we can define am= ret x.ax. But using unguarded recursion 
(cf. (Milner, 1983)), we can define 
p=(recx.(da+(daxx))) r {a}, 
where Aa = ret y.al w + 1-v. 
(3) 5’~ kW. Again, following the examples after 5.10, it &ices to 
show that the synchronisation trees 
p=a C h,O +Q 
( ) nerm 
q- 1 a 
( 
1 b,O+Q +Q 
nsN mEN\lnl 1 
are definable in SCCS. Clearly p is definable in the same way as Example 
(1). For q, we need some additional assumptions on Act: 
l There are c, {enI E Act such that, for k, m E N, 
where 
dk’C ,=bm &Pm) 
P’C m = b,,, + 1, 
C(kl = - c...c, 
k 
i.e. the product in the monoid Act. 
l There is a relabelling S such that 
(To see that these requirements can be met, let Act be the free abelian 
monoid over the generators 0, a, b,, c, ck (k E N ) subject to the relations 
0x=x0=0, dk’c,,, = b, (k #m), c(“%, = b, + , 
for k, m E N. Let S be the endomorphism induced by 
SO=Sa=Sb,=Sc=O, sck = ck + I, 
which is well-defined since S preserves the relations.) 
Then we can define 
q=recx.ar+(lcCDxx) 
r=recy.c,O+x[S], 
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and calculate 
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r= 1 c,O+Q, 
ntN 
( 
n 
q= c n 1cOxar +Q 
?lbN i=l 1 
as required. 
By contrast with Example (3), Hennessy (1981, Theorem 4.1) claims that 
SF= 5, for SCCS. The defect in his argument occurs in the definition of 
P (*) at the start of Section 4 of (Hennessy, 1981); there appears to be an 
implicit assumption that SCCS is sort-finite. Indeed, as an easy conse- 
quence of our work in the previous section, we have 
PROPOSITION 6.13. In any sort-finite transition system satisfying (BN), 
ProoJ: Let p, q E Proc in such a system: 
+- Y”,(P) 5 ~“,(4) (W 
* J=%(P) E HMLo(q) 
*PcN,q sort-finiteness. 1 
Nevertheless, Hennessy’s results on full abstraction are valid when 5, is 
replaced by LF, and we shall make use of them shortly. 
Firstly, we need to extend our denotational semantics [.I” to recursive 
terms. This is done in the standard way; we introduce environments to deal 
with variables, and interpret recursion by least fixed points. 
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DEFINITION 6.14. Denotational semantics of recursive terms: 
[~]~:REC,+Env-+~ (Env s gvar) 
CXlki” P =px 
54t 1, . . . . t,)]” p = a”( [tJ” p, . ..) [tJ3 p) 
[ret x. t], p =pdE9.[t]9p[xt+d]. 
We now want to extend our Full Abstraction Theorem to recursive 
terms. We can use Hennessy’s results in (Hennessy, 198 1) to get a cheap 
proof. In that paper, Hennessy constructs a term model 9 with the 
following properties: 
1. 9 is an algebraic continuous Z-algebra all finite elements of which 
are definable in TX. 
2. 3 is fully abstract for recursive terms with respect to the finitary 
preorder; for all t,, t, E CREC,, 
Combining (1) and (2) with Theorems 6.11, we obtain 
THEOREM 6.15. 22= and 9 are isomorphic as continuous Z-algebras. 
Let h: CSL + 9 be the isomorphism given by Theorem 6.15. It is 
immediate that h preserves denotations of terms in T,: 
Vtg Tz.h([tn3)= [t]“. 
To extend this to recursive terms we need one further piece of machinery. 
DEFINITION 6.16. Let 1: be the least C-congruence over REC, 
generated by 
recx.tz t[recx.t/x]. 
Let t, be the term obtained from t by replacing each subexpression of the 
form ret x. t’ by Q. The syntactic approximants of t are defined by 
U(t) E {tb: I’ E t}. 
Note that &l(t) E T, for all t E CREC,. 
Now the following is standard (cf. e.g., (Goguen et al., 1977): 
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LEMMA 6.17 (Syntactic approximation). For all t E CREC,, 
[t]“=U {[t’]“:t’ESA(t)}. 
Hennessy proves the corresponding result for [.]” as his Lemma 3.4. 
PROPOSITION 6.18. For all t E CREC,, 
h([t]q = [t]“. 
ProoJ 
h(utp)=h u {~tq~:tkc4(t)) ( > 
by 6.17 
= U {h~tq~):ku(t)) h is continuous 
= U {pp?tks~(t)} by 6.15 
= It]-“. I 
THEOREM 6.19 (Full abstraction for recursive terms). For all t,, t2 E 
CREC,, 
Proof 
by 6.18 and since h is an order-isomorphism. m 
Since 2 is algebraic, this result extends to terms with variables in the 
obvious way. It follows that the axiomatisation of the order and equality 
relations between terms of SCCS presented in (Hennessy, 1981) is sound 
and complete for &. 
7. FURTHER DIRECTIONS 
A number of interesting further developments suggest themselves. Firstly, 
from the results of this paper, we can define a fully abstract denotational 
semantics for SCCS in our denotational metalanguage, and faithfully 
interpret Hennessy-Mimer logic into our domain logic. Thus we should 
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automatically get a compositional proof theory for HML. It would be par- 
ticularly worthwhile to demonstrate this in detail, as the construction of 
compositional proof systems for HML by Stirling (1987) and Winskel 
(1985) is one of the most impressive examples to date of the exercise of ad 
hoc ingenuity in the design of program logics. 
Another useful extension of our work would be to equivalences other 
than bisimulation. The author has recently obtained a fully abstract model 
for observation equivalence; this provides further encouraging evidence for 
the applicability of denotational methods in concurrency. 
The scope of our work in this paper is limited to process calculi which 
admit only bounded non-determinism. Indeed, it is well known that unboun- 
ded non-determinism is incompatible with the standard domain-theoretic 
framework for denotational semantics (see, e.g., (Apt and Plotkin, 1986)). 
It would be interesting to see if our results could be lifted to calculi with 
unbounded non-determinism, by substituting Plotkin’s powerdomain for 
countable non-determinism (Plotkin, 1982) for the standard Plotkin 
powerdomain in our domain equation for synchronization trees. An inter- 
esting point about this construction is that we lack a good representation 
for it, and a logical description might help. It would also be interesting to 
consider probabilistic semantics for, e.g., SCCS, by using the probabilistic 
powerdomain of (Jones and Plotkin, 1989), particularly in the light of 
recent work on probabilistic testing and bisimulation (Larsen and Skou, 
1989). Finally, it would be interesting to look at the definability of the 
computable elements in our domain; the results of de Simone (1985) on the 
expressive completeness of Meije and SCCS should be relevant here. 
Some more general points concerning the two case studies given in the 
present paper and (Abramsky, 1988b). First, the operational models we 
study-labelled transition systems in the present paper and lambda 
transition systems in (Abramsky, 1988btare almost derived in a 
systematic way from our domain equations. Namely, a labelled transition 
system is a map 
Proc-+@((ActxProc)u{I)), 
i.e., a coalgebra of the functor (on Set) 
Xw@((ActxX)u {I}). 
Similarly, an applicative transition system is a coalgebra of the Set-functor 
X+(X-+X)u {I}. 
Since Act x 9 u { I } can be put in natural bijection with C, E Plct 9, and 
(g+?B)u {I} with (9+~3)~, we see that our domain equations give 
64319?/?-6 
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rise to essentially the fame functors, but over domains rather than sets. 
Moreover, because of the limit<olimit coincidence in domain theory 
(Smyth and Plotkin, 1982), we can take the initial solution of a domain 
equation (with respect to embeddings) as the final coalgebra (with respect 
to projections). Thus our results can in some sense be seen as concerning 
the interpretation and “best approximation” of Set-based structures in 
topological ones. Clearly some general theory is called for here. 
Finally, one of our aims in this paper and (Abramsky, 1988b) was to 
place the studies of functional languages and concurrency on as similar a 
footing as possible. Much remains to be done here, although we hope to 
have made a useful first step. 
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